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Import ReqIF Requirements, from tools like DOORS
& Co
Written by Helmut Ortmann, Freelancer

ReqIF is an international standard to exchange requirements between different tools. Eclipse also supports ReqIF with
·
·

ProR
ReqIF Studio

With hoReverse you can import and roundtrip a bunch of requirements modules in EA. Just one click and hoReverse
updates all your requirements:
·
·
·
·

A package is a requirement module
Nested Requirements for headings and requirements
Graphics
Embedded files like *.pdf

Arbitrary columns/ attributes
The ReqIF format is also reasonable to exchange information with test & validation.

Principles
ReqIF exchanges Modules which consists of Headings and Requirements. All is packed as *.reqifz (an XML zip file) to
easily import and roundtrip all the Modules and Requirements with one file transfer.

Workflow
ReqIF and hoReverse support import but also roundtrip to exchange information like:
·

Enumeration: Init, Accepted, Rejected, InWork

·

Text: Comment

Preparation
Update the import specification:
·

Name of import and export ReqIF file

·

ReqIF Module to EA Package associations

·

ReqIF columns to use for graphics, name, alias, etc

·

ReqIF columns to apply for a roundtrip

·

EA type and stereotype to create
·

e.g. Test

Import
·

User: Receive the ReqIf file (myReqIf.reqifz or so)

·

User: Click on 'Import' of the import specification

·

EA: Imports all modules from ReqIF and creates the requirements or what else

·

EA: Move deleted requirements into the trash package

Export/Roundtrip
·

User: Changes the agreed ReqIF Attributes in EA (Tagged Values)

·

User: Click on Export to export all to the specified export file (myExportReqIf.reqifz or so)

·

EA: Writes the ReqIF file with the updated roundtrip attributes

See all:
·

hoReverse Import ReqIF

·

hoReverse Roundtrip ReqIF

·

ReqIF Specification of OMG

Helmut Ortmann
Freelancer (Consultant)
I'm a German freelancer in the area of Enterprise Architects and software/system
engineering. A large part is embedded and Functional Safety with EA. But not only...
According to Albert Einstein’s aphorism "Make things as simple as possible, but not
simpler” I like to smoothen work with Add-ins and an easy to use EA Tool integration in a
complex development environment. Another step in my opinion are lively workshops to get
an enjoyable and long-lasting launch of the daily EA work.
Well, of course that’s not all and you have therefore good reasons to contact me. See
you….
See my hoTools WiKi at GitHub.
Website: www.hoModeler.de

Perspectives
Written by Proagile S.A
We share this poster of perspectives which show a general overview of the perspectives available in version 14 of
Enterprise Architect.

Download a copy of this image from:
https://community.sparxsystems.com/white-papers/1211-perspectives
We hope you find it useful!

Proagile S.A
proagile® S.A. is a IT services company based in Argentina, which provides IT solutions to
various industries in more than 10 countries (Argentina, United States, Spain, Mexico,
Brazil, Australia, Uruguay, Colombia, Panama, Peru, Chile, and others).
Its business units and services are concentrated in 4 axes:
· mentoring & coaching
· services & consulting
· project & development
· tools & products
Within tools & products, its Sparx Argentina unit stands out, which is responsible for the
production of the UML Enterprise Architect modeling tool, translating it into Spanish and
representing it all over the world.
Website: www.proagile.com.ar

The Ultimate Guide to upgrading to Sparx Systems
Enterprise Architect 14
Written by Nabil Saleem, Sparx Systems India
Sparx Systems has released Enterprise Architect 14. Sparx Systems have added various new features in this version.
It is high time for Enterprise Architect users to upgrade from Enterprise Architect 13.5 to Enterprise Architect 14. We
thought a guide with list of menus, frequently used by EA practitioners would be very helpful. This ultimate guide
focuses highly up on how to access those frequently used options from menu bars along with some shortcuts. Since
there are many changes in menus for frequently used options like Package Baseline, Export/Import of XMI, Linked
Documents and others. Below table shows comparison between Enterprise Architect 13.5 and Enterprise Architect 14.

Enterprise Architect Features

Version
Enterprise Architect 13.5

Enterprise Architect 14

Project Browser (Alt + 0)

Start | Browser

Start | Browse | Project Browser

Preferences / Settings (Ctrl + F9)

Start | Preferences

Start | Preferences

Menu Customize

Start | Preferences | Customize

Start | Visual Style | Customize

Summary

Start | Summary

Start | Properties | Summary

Resources (Alt +6)

Start | Resources

Start | Browse | Resources

Notes (Ctrl + Shift + 1)

Start | Notes

Start | Properties | Notes

Tagged Values (Ctrl + Shift + 6)

Start | Tagged Values

Start | Properties | Tagged Values

Element Browser (Alt + 9)

Start | Element Browser

Start | Browse | Element Browser

Relationships (Ctrl + Shift + 2)

Start | Relationships

Start | Trace | Relationships

Element Properties (Alt + 1)

Start | Properties

Start | Properties

Find in Project (Ctrl + f)

Start | Search | Search In Model

Start | Search | Model

Workspace

Start | Perspectives

Start | Workspace

Visual Style

Start | Visual Style

Start | Visual Style

Perspective

Start | Perspectives

Start | Perspective

Traceability (Ctrl + Shift + 4)

Design | Traceability

Start | Trace | Traceability

Relationship Matrix

Design | Matrix

Start | Trace | Relationship Matrix

Gap Analysis Matrix

Design | Gap Analysis

Start | Trace | Gap Analysis Matrix

Toolbox (Alt + 5)

Design | Toolbox

Design | Toolbox

Change Diagram Type

Design | Diagram | Manage | Change
Type

Design | Diagram | Edit | Change Type

Specification View

Design | Specification View

Design | Specification

List View

Design | List View

Design | List

Gantt View

Design | Gantt View

Design | Gantt

Change Element Type

Design | Element | Manage | Change
Type

Design | Element | Edit | Change Type

Diagram Layout

Layout | Diagram Layout

Layout | Diagram Layout

Pan and Zoom

Layout | Pan and Zoom

Layout | Pan and Zoom

Start

Design

Layout

Diagram Filter

Layout | Diagram Filters

Layout | Diagram Filters

Glossary (Alt + 2)

Publish | Glossary

Publish | Glossary

Import MDG Technology

Publish | Technology | Publish | Import Specialize | Technologies | Publish |
MDG Technology
Import MDG Technology

Generate MDG Technology

Publish | Technology | Publish |
Generate MDG Technology

Specialize | Technologies | Publish |
Generate MDG Technology

Project Options

Configure | Options

Configure | Options

UML Types (Stereotypes /
Tagged Values / Cardinality
Values)

Configure | UML Types

Configure | UML Types

Project Types

Configure | Project Types

Configure | Project Types

Database Datatypes

Configure | Settings | Database
Datatypes

Configure | Settings | Database
Datatypes

Namespace Roots

Configure | Settings | Namespace Roots Configure | Settings | Namespace Roots

Preprocessor Macros

Configure | Settings | Preprocessor
Macros

Configure | Settings | Preprocessor
Macros

Manage Technology

Configure | Technology | Manage

Specialize | Technologies | Manage

Manage Security

Configure | Security | Manage

Configure | Administer

Project Transfer

Configure | Transfer | Project Transfer

Configure | Transfer | Project Transfer

Export Reference Data

Configure | Transfer | Export Reference Configure | Transfer | Export Reference
Data
Data

Import Reference Data

Configure | Transfer | Import Reference Configure | Transfer | Import Reference
Data
Data

Enable Audit

Configure | Audit

Configure | Auditing

Project Integrity

Configure | Check Integrity | Project
Integrity

Configure | Integrity Check | Project
Integrity

Reset ID

Configure | Check Integrity | Reset IDs

Configure | Integrity Check | Reset IDs

Repair .EAP file

Configure | Check Integrity | Manage
.EAP file | Repair .EAP file

Configure | Integrity Check | Manage
.EAPX/.EAP file | Repair .EAPX/.EAP file

Compact .EAP file

Configure | Check Integrity | Manage
.EAP file | Compact .EAP file

Configure | Integrity Check | Manage
.EAPX/.EAP file | Compact .EAPX/.EAP
file

Update .EAP file Indexes

Configure | Check Integrity | Manage
.EAP file | Update .EAP file Indexes

Configure | Integrity Check | Manage
.EAPX/.EAP file | Update .EAPX/.EAP file
Indexes

Discussion

Construct | Discussion

Start | Discussions

Team Review

Construct | Team Review

Start | Reviews

Resource Allocation

Construct | Resources Allocation

Construct | Resources

Code Templates

Code | Configure | Code Template
Editor

Code | Options | Edit Code Templates

Code Engineering Datatypes

Code | Configure | Code Engineering
Datatypes Or Configure | Settings |
Code Engineering Datatypes

Code | Options | Configure Code
Engineering Datatypes Or Configure |
Settings | Database Datatypes

Import Source Code

Code | Import Code Or Package Context Code | File | Import Directory
Menu | Code Engineering | Import

Publish

Configure

Construct

Code

Source Directory
Scripting

Code | Scripting

Specialize | Scripting

Extend | Manage Add-Ins

Specialize | Add-Ins | Manage

Linked Document

Element Context Menu | Linked
Document

Start | Properties | Linked Document

Export XMI

Package Context Menu | Import/Export Publish | Export XMI
| Export package to XMI file

Import XMI

Package Context Menu | Import/Export Publish | Import XMI
| Import package from XMI file

Apply Auto Naming to Elements

Package Context Menu | Advanced |
Apply Auto Naming to Elements

Design | Edit | Advanced | Apply Auto
Naming

Turn on Level Numbering

Package Context Menu | Advanced |
Turn on Level Numbering

Design | Edit | Advanced | Toggle Level
Numbering

Package Baseline - New

Package Context Menu | Package
Control | Package Baseline

Design | Edit | Manage Baselines |
Manage Baselines

Package Control

Package Context Menu | Package
Control | Configure Or Publish |
Package Control | Configure

Publish | Package Control | Configure

Generate Source Code

Package Context Menu | Code
Engineering | Generate Source Code

Code | Generate

Project Browser Search

Project Browser | Drop Down | Find in
Project

Project Browser | Drop Down | Find in
Project

Diagram Properties Dock

NA

Start | Properties

Context Browser (Alt + 0)

NA

Start | Browse | Context Browser

Dynamic Document

NA

Start | Properties | Dynamic Document

Inline Specification

NA

Design | View As | Toggle Inline
Specification View

Extend
Manage Add-ins
Others

Nabil Saleem
Sparx System India (Consultant & Coach)
Nabil works as Consultant in Sparx System India. He is highly proficient in Enterprise
Architect tool. He has trained and assisted several teams to roll-out their Architecture
modelling practices using Sparx Enterprise Architect. He has worked with solution and
enterprise architects, assisted them in migration of their solution/enterprise As-Is and
To-Be view into Sparx Enterprise Architect from various enterprise tools. He has highly
involved in Product Demonstration, Gathering EA requirements, providing efficient
solutions, defining Blue Prints, migrating artifacts from MS OFFICE, MS Excel, MS Visio,
Scripting, Deployment of Sparx EA in cloud, Customized Reports generation & Code
generation. He is an ardent blogger with special interests in scripting, architecture
modelling (UML, BPMN 2.0, SysML 1.3 and Archimate 2.0) and MDG customization of
Enterprise Architect. He has assisted various leaders in Telecom, Embedded System,
Automotive, Insurance and Banking industry to define architecture using customized blue
prints. He publishes articles about Enterprise Architect in Sparx Systems India blog at
https://www.sparxsystems.in/blogs/ and also posts tips in LinkedIn
(www.linkedin.com/company/sparx-systems-india) and
Twitter(https://twitter.com/SparxSystemsIN)
Website: https://www.sparxsystems.in/blogs

Drag and Drop Requirements from Text Documents
Written by Sparx Systems

Use Requirements Documents to Create Elements in Enterprise Architect.
In their early states, requirements are often described in MS Word documents. Using Enterprise Architect, modelers
can save themselves time and effort by dragging text descriptions onto a Requirements diagrams, which Enterprise
Architect then uses to automatically create requirements elements with titles and descriptions.

1.
2.

To do this, select the header and requirement description in an external application like MS Word.
Drag and drop the text description onto a Requirements diagram. The first line of text is given to the
element name. Any other lines of text are assigned to element notes.

This small tip can really simplify downstream development when preliminary requirements have been defined in text
format.

There are also a number of other options available to model requirements from text documents such as:
1.
2.

importing a comma delimited CSV file,
creating document artifacts, copying and pasting your requirements descriptions, and then right-click
relevant words to create elements (select: create | new | requirement).

These methods are further described in the following Requirements Management whitepaper.

Sparx Systems
Sparx Systems specializes in high performance and scalable visual modeling tools for the
planning, design and construction of software intensive systems. A Contributing Member of
the Object Management Group (OMG), Sparx Systems is committed to realizing the
potential of model-driven development based on open standards. The company’s flagship
product, Enterprise Architect, has received numerous accolades since its commercial
release in August, 2000. Enterprise Architect is the design tool of choice for over 740,000
registered users world-wide.
Website: www.community.sparxsystems.com

Integrated Data Entity Architecture in Enterprise
Architect
Written by Bert Dingemans

Introduction
·

·
·
·
·

IDEA is an abbreviation for Integrated Data Entity Architecture. It is a methodology and an
implementation in Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect to create an integrated architecture based on
the following layers
Physical data modeling for a technical modeling that includes specific implementation concepts like
columns and constraints
Logical data modeling a detailed implementation independent model for entities, attributes and
associations
Conceptual modeling for a business view on data and business entities including the connections to
the application landscape and business processes
Data Management modeling for modeling data governance, ownership, privacy and security and data
qualities.

Navigationscreen for the Web Publication Platform of the IDEA project

The IDEA website offers a number of products and solutions the most important are:
·
·
·
·

Viewpoints, these describe how the concepts and associations are used within one of the
above-mentioned layers
Example data model an example project of a datamodel to display the various layer concepts and the
implementation
Example data management, displaying the concepts for modeling data management aspects
Scripts and Addons for Sparx Systems, various zips with scripts and a dll, you have to register as a
community member (see below)

Community
The IDEA elements like the viewpoints and scripts etc are developed based on Open Source and a community. This
means that the community is a group of organisations and people who benefit from the developed products. They can
therefore do suggestions for new functionalities.
Everybody can become a passive member of the community. This means that you only have to register at this website
and after that you receive an email with a link to all the downloads.

·

Active members have the possibility to define functionalities and based on their requirements and
input extra material is developed. Based on their requests a sponsor pays for the development costs.
Advantage for active members is that they define the functionalities but share the development costs.
When you want to become an active member please contact us via the contact page.

Sample screen of the IDEA Mapper

Products of the IDEA framework
The IDEA framework is based on a number of steps and layers. These are described in viewpoints (like in ArchiMate).
However, one of the main aspects of the framework is that it is supported by a number of components and scripts
within Sparx Enterprise Architect. Below you find the most important products available:
·
·

Viewpoints model, implemented in an EAP file and available for download as a zip file but also in the
WPP version of the IDEA framework via a viewpoint webpage
Sample layered data model based on the four layers of the model. It is implemented in a repository
for download and in the WPP version of the IDEA framework via a sample model webpage

·

·

·

Script module, repository for download with numerous scripts for generating layers in the model,
modifying diagrams, creating mappings and helper scripts to make the work of a data modeller in a
layered approach easier. Sample scripts can be downloaded after registration as community member
IDEA AddOn based on a DLL with numerous routines, forms and classes for generating layers in the
model, modifying diagrams, creating mappings and helper routines to make the work of a data
modeller in a layered approach easier. Sample scripts can be downloaded after registration as
community member
IDEA MDG with the notations of the four layers implemented in toolboxes, diagrams, search routines
and a modelview the work of a data modeller in a layered approach easier. The MDG can be
downloaded after registration as community member

Webvideo with an introduction to the modelling functionality in the IDEA framework. The video is available via the
EAxpertise channel in Youtube
More information is available via the other start pages and via http://eaxpertise.nl

Bert Dingemans
I am an independent (data) architect and EA consultant working often with enterprise
architect mostly for UML class diagrams and ArchiMate 2.0. I am using enterprise architect
for generating documentation, XSD files and modelling enterprise architectures with
ArchiMate 2.0. I have developed an Open Source Web Publication Platform for EA. I also
participate in Eaxpertise.nl. You can reach me at bert@interactory.nl
Website: www.eaxpertise.nl

Application Portfolio Management using Sparx
Systems Enterprise Architect
Written by Nizam Mohamed

Enterprise Architect supports comprehensive architecture modelling through its extensive support for standards and
ability to allow extending such standards to suit organization specific needs. Enterprise Architect can be used to create
a holistic view of the organization with all granular details across the Business, Application, Information and Technology
Layers captured in a single source of truth. The details are stored as Attributes associated to individual artifacts, which
can be used for slicing and dicing and further due diligence.
Application Portfolio Management includes several tasks which require careful analysis of Enterprise Architect model
information. Dynamic, intuitive reports and charts provided by Sparx Systems Prolaborate can present the model
information in Sparx System Enterprise Architect in a visual way to make users aware of current or upcoming
architecture and specifications. This allows teams to take the right decisions driven by accurate model information.
The Architecture dashboards by Prolaborate leverage the information in Enterprise Architect Models. These
dashboards allow Enterprise Architect modellers to address key reporting requirements such as application lifecycle
management, portfolio management, cost management, health management and much more. Dashboards for these
use cases can be created for different organizational units and consumers using Prolaborate Dashboard designer. This
Article shows some commonly used dashboards for Application Portfolio Management

Application Health

The dashboard for application health check showcases the health indicator information for all applications (Systems).
This is considered as one of the most informative views to understand the IT landscape. The clickable charts and reports
allow users to understand the details if required.

Applications by Lifecycle
The dashboard for Applications by Lifecycle shows a holistic view of the Status of Applications in the IT landscape. This
view allows users to be informed in the budgeting, forecasting, and new integration designs. The intuitive report allows
searching Applications by Name or status and identifying its status. Users could also delve into the details to
understand additional details of the systems including its IT and Business Units, Health Indicators, etc.

Application Ownership and Support
This multi-factor dashboard reports on applications, by its ownership (IT and Business) and Vendor (Support). The graph
allows users to enable or disable a supporting vendor and see the result set or slice and dice based on Business unit or
IT unit and understand the supporting vendor. These types of consolidated reports greatly simplify the due diligence
activities and provide significant business insights.

Application Security Classification
The security dashboard for applications provides users with an overview of Security classification of applications
categorized by its lifecycle. This chart gives users and governing authorities a clear view of applications that need
attention and further IT Spend.

These dashboards present data in Enterprise Architect models in a conceivable and comprehensible way that allows
you to evaluate the application landscape seamlessly. This was a quick look at the Reporting and charting utilities in
Prolaborate that allows performing Application Portfolio Management using Enterprise Architect models.
The video shows all these dashboards in action.
The Sparx Systems Pro Cloud Server offers a powerful gateway for third party tools to integrate with Enterprise
Architect models. Pro Cloud Server allows users to Explore, query, retrieve and update information from Enterprise
Architect using powerful OSLC interface. Prolaborate, powered by Sparx Systems Pro Cloud Server, is a sharing and
collaboration software for Sparx Enterprise Architect, that makes model sharing simple, efficient and collaborative.
Prolaborate is an agile way to foster model based collaboration across the enterprise. It lets modellers engage wider
business community with customized landing pages, simplified forms, structured reviews, instant notifications,
advanced visualizations and much more.
Visit www.prolaborate.sparxsystems.com or email prolaborate@sparxsystems.com if you have any questions or would
like to look at some worked out examples in Enterprise Architect to enable such Architecture capabilities.

Nizam Mohamed
13+ Years with Sparx EA - Training, Consultation, Customization and Support. Offered
Training and Consultation for Sparx EA clients across the world.
Key Skills - Sparx EA - Metamodel definition, Deployment, MDG Development, Addin
Development, Advanced Documentation Templates, Model Harvesting.
Complimentary Skills - Business Development, Data Warehousing, UML, SysML, BPMN,
Enterprise Architecture, Solution Architect, TOGAF, ArchiMate, SDLC management.
Website: www.prolaborate.com

Maximizing the Value of your Enterprise Architecture
Investment
Written by Sparx Systems

Enterprise Architects are now being reported as the highest paid discipline in IT, however with this realization
organizations need to ensure they are getting the most out of these highly-skilled professionals. The skills and
experience of Enterprise Architects combined with the right tools like Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect can support
business agility with a lowered exposure to risk.
Glassdoor, the job posting and company feedback website, recently published its annual 25 Highest Paying Jobs in
America list with the technology sector boasting 65% of highest-paying jobs. The title of 'Enterprise Architect' however
did best, coming in at #4 overall. This annual list from Glassdoor is produced using employee-submitted salary reports,
which are then used to rank them according to their annual base salary and the job openings/listings posted that year.
It's gratifying to see organizations are better-valuing the contribution of technically-skilled workers - especially given
that IT capabilities are increasingly the wellspring of organizational growth. According to the list, Enterprise Architects
are now the highest paid IT discipline and are highly sort-after in the workplace. This also bears out in last year's Harvey
Nash/KPMG CIO Survey which found enterprise architecture is the fastest-growing technology skill; up a "massive" 26
per cent compared with the previous year. All this begs the question - what is it about Enterprise Architects in particular
that are commanding such wages and enjoying such standing in the workplace?
We know that Enterprise Architects are at the nexus of business and technology, working to align business strategy and
IT execution. They are also increasingly responsible for envisioning and supporting future business capabilities by
anticipating and evaluating IT investments and development. This all requires excellent strategic thinking,
communication and problem-solving skills, along with a wide range of technical capabilities.
However, like many change-agents, Enterprise Architects encounter resistance and are required to continually prove
the value and viability of their solutions. To this end, Enterprise Architects must demonstrably connect their work with
long-term business strategy in a compelling fashion, otherwise the many competing elements at play within an
organization - such as short-term vs. long-term business interests and business vs. IT prerogatives - can inhibit an
architect's ability to get anything done. The ability to connect strategy and execution is essential for buy-in from the
right business and IT stakeholders.
Wally McLaughlin, Director of Sales at Sparx Services North America notes, “We encounter leaders every day who have
skilled and experienced architects on their teams – some really talented people. But in-spite of all of that knowledge,
their teams are struggling to explain to business leaders and decision makers how to affect real transformational
change. Companies are complex, but with the right modeling tools like Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect, Architects
can help leaders break down the complexity into manageable parts that the rest of the organization can understand
and act upon.”
Ideally by drawing a line between business strategy, architectures and outcomes like business processes, databases and
source code, Enterprise Architects can hope to create clear demonstrable links between strategy and execution. Of
course, extracting corporate strategy itself can be difficult (especially in cases where it's non-existent), but by
referencing documented roadmaps and consulting executive staff, Enterprise Architects can at least begin to model the
corporate strategies that should guide IT strategy. In fact, by allowing business executives to view the business
roadmaps while they are defined, Enterprise Architects can prompt some useful discussions that help organizations
identify opportunities for growth.

Example diagram types useful for
documenting this information in Sparx
Systems Enterprise Architect include
Strategy Maps that offer a coherent
view of the enterprise business
strategy and Value Chains that reveal
where real business value lies.
Enterprise Architects can then create
linkages in the meta-model from
strategy maps to all areas of the
enterprise.

When IT silos develop within an organization, often it can mean IT initiatives continue for some time without a cohesive
approach. Enterprise Architects can help bring IT strategy back into focus by reviewing current processes, products and
initiatives and their links to corporate strategy. This is especially simple where organizations are already using modeling
platforms like Enterprise Architect to model their software and systems. With enterprise-wide collaborative tools,
Enterprise Architects can begin to break down silos across business architecture, IT architecture and systems to better
direct the organization's development priorities.
Business Capability Modeling is a great way to represent and communicate the future and current states of business
operations. It defines what a company needs to execute its strategy. Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect contains
built-in business profiles and technologies that Enterprise Architects can use define current and future state
architectures and then trace system deployment and business processes from management decisions and corporate
strategy. A further GAP Analysis can be used to analyze model artifacts, identifying potential gaps between solution
architectures. Staff competencies, data and information, business processes, lines of business and more can be
modeled to analyze current and future states of an enterprise.
Architects can create incremental versions of their architecture models in Enterprise Architect with Time Aware
Modeling, with tools that facilitate the migration of elements through multiple versions. This provides the ability to
trace any changes as the underlying architecture evolves through each stage of development, in a manner that
preserves the integrity of the As-Is model elements. This allows you to track changes of an individual element over
time, in conjunction with understanding changes to the broader model using Enterprise Architect's numerous
traceability capabilities. Architects can then see the evolution of an architecture over different versions, and create new
versions of model elements automatically and conduct insightful model simulations without altering the underlying
structure of the 'As-Is' architecture.
Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect supports frameworks like TOGAF, Zachman, UPDM and ArchiMate which provide a
formalized methodology for planning, designing and implementing an Enterprise Architecture.

With all this investment, Enterprise Architects need the right tools to get the job done. Why offer the wages being
reported by Glassdoor and Harvey Nash/KPMG and then give them a spreadsheet? There is a lot on the line. Not only is
software and systems increasingly critical to both day-to-day operations and growth, there is a large financial
investment in Enterprise Architects themselves. A platform like Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect equips Enterprise
Architects with the tools to effectively execute corporate strategy whilst keeping teams connected and collaborating
toward a shared vision.
If you would like a trial of Enterprise Architect, please visit:
http://www.sparxsystems.com/products/ea/trial/request.html

To learn more, Sparx Systems has released a new Enterprise Architecture Guidebook.

Sparx Systems
Sparx Systems specializes in high performance and scalable visual modeling tools for the
planning, design and construction of software intensive systems. A Contributing Member of
the Object Management Group (OMG), Sparx Systems is committed to realizing the
potential of model-driven development based on open standards. The company’s flagship
product, Enterprise Architect, has received numerous accolades since its commercial
release in August, 2000. Enterprise Architect is the design tool of choice for over 740,000
registered users world-wide.
Website: www.community.sparxsystems.com

Using Keyboard Shortcuts with Enterprise Architect
Extension Menus
Written by Phil Chudley, Principal Consultant at Dunstan Thomas Consulting

Background
Extensions written for Enterprise Architect often define menus to invoke functionality, and although a short cut of the
form Alt+character can be defined by prefixing the character in the menu option with &, this does not work as a
keyboard shortcut.
After digging around a bit, I have discovered a work-around so that defined keyboard shortcuts can invoke menu
options.
In this article I will explain through a simple example how to use this work-around in your EA Extension. This example
has been tested on EA version 13.5 and EA version 14.
Plan of Attack
The logic behind this workaround is summarized as follows:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Encapsulate all functionality that is invoked from the menu options in a Manager class, with public
methods. This allows the functionality to be invoked from the menu and from the keyboard shortcut.
Define your keyboard shortcut, ideally selecting combinations that are not already in use by EA. These
are of the form of:
Modifier(s) + key – for example Alt+1 or Ctrl+Alt+D
All these keyboard shortcuts are registered with a keyboard Hook class associated with a Windows
Form class.
A key pressed event handler is added to the keyboard Hook class.
The Windows Form class is never displayed, but catches the key pressed event. The event can be
tested against the keyboard shortcut keys that have been registered and the corresponding menu
function invoked using the Menu Manager class.

Overview of the Classes Defined in the Example
The workaround uses several classes to provide the keyboard shortcut functionality:
Main – the central class that is always required for all EA Extensions
MenuManager – a C# class that provides the functionality for all menu options
AboutBox – a standard Windows AboutBox Form class
HotKeyForm – a Windows Form class defining an empty window, which is never displayed, but whose sole
purpose is to catch the keyboard event raised when pressing the keyboard shortkey combination, and to
invoke the Extension’s menu functionality.
KeyBoardHook – a C# class which registers the keyboard shortcuts, and raises the keyboard event when
the keyboard shortcut keys are pressed.
KeyPressedEventArgs – a C# class that encapsulates the event after the keyboard shortcut keys have been
pressed. (Defined within KeyBoardHook)

For your convenience the following zip file contains:
·

Visual Studio solution for classes used in the example

·

MSI installer for the example

The following class diagram illustrates the design of the example:

Detail & Code of the Classes
Main
Description
This class provides the entry point to all Enterprise Architect Extensions and is where the developer will define:
·
·
·

·
·

Menu text for the extensions menus
Global references to other classes, including EA.Repository
Handle the appropriate EA broadcast events for;
· the initial connection to the Extension made by EA
· the menu contents
· menu enable / disable check / uncheck
· menu click
· EA disconnecting from the Extension
Helper methods to provide functionality such as if a model repository is loaded.
Code to handle any events broadcast by EA.

In this example, there are four menu options which provide very basic functionality:
·
·
·
·

Option 1 – displays a Message Box
Option 2 – displays a Message Box
Option 3 – displays a Message Box
About – displays the About Box

This functionality is available whether or not a model repository has been loaded and can be invoked via the menu, or
by pressing the defined keyboard shortcut key combination.

In the method EA_Connect, the instantiation of HotKeyForm, registers the keyboard shortcuts and creates the form, its
event and listener. An instantiation of the MenuManager class is also created.
MenuManager
Description
This class defines a public method for each menu option so that these can be invoked from the class Main (as shown
above), and also from with the HotKeyForm (shown later).

AboutBox
Description: For the purposes of this example, the class is the standard class that is provided by the C# .NET framework.
HotKeyForm
Description: This class is a Windows Form class and instantiates an instance of the KeyBoardHook class, adds an
EventHandler for the KeyPressedEvent and registers each keyboard shortcut key combination with the KeyBoardHook
instance.
Code:

KeyBoardHook
Description
This class provides all the “wiring” between the registered keyboard shortcuts, and the keypressed event.

Does it Work?
Absolutely! The only way to see that it works is to create the Extension and try it out. This could be achieved by adding
the code above to you own extension, or using the following zip file which contains:
·
·

Visual Studio solution for classes used in the example
MSI installer for the example

Please note that this example was built using Visual Studio 2017 and the .NET framework version 4.6.1

Next Steps
This simple example assumes all Extension menu options are enabled all of the time, I am working on a variation of this
example to provide keyboard shortcuts which are active only if a menu option is enabled or checked, and not active
when a menu option is disabled or unchecked.
I hope this example is useful to all those of you who develop extensions for Enterprise Architect and I welcome your
feedback.
Follow me on Twitter @SparxEAGuru

Phil Chudley
Dunstan Thomas (Principal Consultant)
I am a Principal Consultant at Dunstan Thomas Consultancy Ltd, Portsmouth, UK. I have
been using Enterprise Architect for the last 9 years, and UML even longer than that! I also
provide training and consultancy services for organisations using Enterprise Architect.
My main modelling interests are UML, BPMN 2.0, SysML 1.3 and Archimate 2.0 and I am
both UML and TOGAF 9.0 certified. I write extensions for Enterprise Architect especially
custom modelling environments using MDG. I am also an active member of the EAUG and
have presented all the London events in addition to Nuremberg, Munich, Zurich, Brussels
and Gothenburg.
pchudley@dthomas.co.uk
follow me on Twitter @SparxEAGuru
Website: www.dthomas-software.co.uk

Cloud Services & Sparx Systems Pro Cloud |
Encryptes Connection String
Written by Peter Lieber

If you want to connect Enterprise Architect with Cloud Services or Pro Cloud Server - where no user credentials are part
of connection string - because you should use IIS for authentication - then it may make sense to encrypt the Connection
String as it is possible with DBMS Connection Strings.
Here is how to make that possible:

First connect to a Cloud Service/Pro Cloud Server:

Enterprise Architect opens the project - so to see and modify the connection string Open the Project Open dialog Editing the Connection String shows the details:
RAS --- ;Connect=Cloud=protocol:http,address:127.0.0.1,port:804;Data Source=RAS;DSN=RAS;

Now save the Project as Project Shortcut - there is an option to encrypt the connection string::
EAConnectString:RAS --;ConnectEx=rdwj!AIh`=&akz/7p{K2oA/t9ofR9i}u<Hw(1i*D<6OX)Y+n{r\H[;>:b0"{$65a8xey2,QfkRJ,;
"EAConnecdtString:" is not part of the connection string - but now you can use that connection string instead of the
other one - remove any existing other connections from the list - and now connection to Cloud Services/Pro Cloud
Server is encrypted.

Peter Lieber
I am an extrovert promoter and results-oriented controller and director. It like creating new
partnerships and relations. I like people that are talking with me and it is important for me to
help and motivate others. I'm very self-motivated and I prefer doing thinks I really like. I need
a lot of creative and open space. But I also need people doing the administrative tasks and
people realizing the ideas.
My highest motivation is doing creative work with and around Enterprise Architect.
Website: www.sparxsystems.de

Copy a Diagram to the Clipboard
Written by Sparx Systems

This tutorial is a very simple example, but also very handy when producing reports and documentation.
You can copy and paste your current diagram using the shortcut CTRL+B. It's a simple way of copying and pasting your
diagrams into word processors, image manipulation tools or any 3rd party environment that can handle images.

The above image was copied using the default options and the shortcut CTRL+B.

Some preferences exist when copying diagrams to the clipboard.
·

·
·

By default, Enterprise Architect places a diagram caption and border around diagrams copied to the
Clipboard. To turn this off, go to Start > View > Preferences > Diagram > Diagram Frames > deselect
Clipboard Images.
Sometimes it's convenient to turn off the Opacity on Diagram Labels. That can be done from Start >
View > Preferences > Diagram > Use Opaque Diagram Labels > deselect Clipboards and Files.
Images are created in Metafile format by default. Bitmap format can be selected from Start > View >
Preferences > General > Clipboard Format.

For more options exporting diagrams from EA, watch our demonstration video Diagram Export Options

Sparx Systems
Sparx Systems specializes in high performance and scalable visual modeling tools for the
planning, design and construction of software intensive systems. A Contributing Member of
the Object Management Group (OMG), Sparx Systems is committed to realizing the
potential of model-driven development based on open standards. The company’s flagship
product, Enterprise Architect, has received numerous accolades since its commercial
release in August, 2000. Enterprise Architect is the design tool of choice for over 740,000
registered users world-wide.
Website: www.community.sparxsystems.com

